Visit Us Online

For more information about Basalite paving stones, retaining walls, accessories, patterns or installation instructions, visit us online at basalite.com.
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
Interlocking Paving Stones

The Italian Renaissance collection recreates the textured surface and hand-cobbled appearance of stone slab roads once naturally antiqued by carriage wheels and horses’ hooves.

Traditional large rectangles are complemented by two smaller sizes and shapes.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Style: Square**
  - Weight: 6 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 512
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 107

- **Style: Rectangle**
  - Weight: 8 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 384
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 121

- **Style: Mega**
  - Weight: 19 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 160
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 102

PATTERNS

- **Interface**
  - 40% rectangle and 20% square

- **Random One**
  - 40% mega, 20% rectangle and 40% square

- **Random Cobble**
  - 60% mega, 30% rectangle and 10% square

- **Running Bond**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Square Running Bond**
  - 100% square

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Double Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Running Bond**
  - 100% rectangle

TYPICAL PAVER INSTALLATION*

1. Excavate unsuitable, unstable or unconsolidated subgrade material and compact the area which has been cleared. Backfill and level with dense graded aggregate suitable for base material (typically 3” - 6” for pedestrian/ light vehicular traffic and 8” - 10” for driveway applications), or as otherwise directed by site engineer/architect/landscape architect.

2. Install edge restraint using concrete curb, concrete toe or edging.

3. Place bedding course of sharp, normal-weight screening or concrete sand to a uniform depth of approximately 1” leveled to grade.

4. Install Basalite Pavers hand tight with joints approximately 1/8” (allow required, cut stones with an approved cutter to fit accurately.

5. Temp pavers with mechanical vibrator, uniformly level to grade and free of movement.

6. Fill voids in joints by sweeping dry, fine, sharp sand over pavers.

*The installation instructions and illustrations shown are a basic overview of paver installation methods. Due to the variety of applications, please refer to the Basalite® installation guide, or visit us online at basalite.com.

NOTE: Printed colors shown in this brochure may vary from actual product color. Custom colors are available by special order - please contact your local dealer.
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
Interlocking Paving Stones

The Italian Renaissance collection recreates the textured surface and hand-cobbled appearance of stone slab roads once naturally antiqued by carriage wheels and horses’ hooves.

Traditional large rectangles are complemented by two smaller sizes and shapes.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Square**
  - Weight: 6 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 512
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 110

- **Rectangle**
  - Weight: 4 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 364
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 121

- **Mega**
  - Weight: 19 lbs
  - Units/Pallet: 160
  - Sq. Ft./Pallet: 102

PATTERNS

- **Interface**
  - 40% rectangle and 20% square

- **Random One**
  - 60% mega, 20% rectangle and 20% square

- **Random Cobble**
  - 40% mega, 30% rectangle and 30% square

- **Running Bond**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Square Running Bond**
  - 100% square

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Double Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Random Cobble**
  - 60% mega, 30% rectangle and 10% square

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Random Cobble**
  - 60% mega, 30% rectangle and 10% square

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Random Cobble**
  - 60% mega, 30% rectangle and 10% square

- **Basket Weave**
  - 100% rectangle

- **Herringbone**
  - 100% rectangle

TYPICAL PAVER INSTALLATION*

1. Excavate unsuitable, unstable or unconsolidated subgrade material and compact the area which has been cleared. Install slab and level with dense graded aggregate suitable for base material (typically 3” - 6” for pedestrian/light vehicular traffic and 8” - 10” for driveway applications), or as otherwise directed by site engineer/architect/landscape architect.

2. Install edge restraint using concrete curb, concrete toe or edging.

3. Place bedding course of sharp, normal-weight screening or concrete sand to a uniform depth of approximately 1” leveled to grade.

4. Install Basalite Pavers hand tight with joints approximately 1/8” above required, cut stones with an approved cutter to fit accurately.

5. Tamper pavers with mechanical vibrator, uniformly level to base and free of movement.

6. Fill voids in joints by sweeping dry, fine, sharp sand over pavers.

*The installation instructions and illustrations shown are a basic overview of paver installation methods. Due to the variety of applications, please refer to the Basalite® installation guide, or visit us online at basalite.com.

NOTE: Printed colors shown in this brochure may vary from actual product colors. We recommend selecting colors from actual product samples. Custom colors are available by special order please contact your local dealer.

COLORS

- Positano
- Venice
- Sienna
- Milan
- Naples

Above: Italian Renaissance in Positano
Cover: Italian Renaissance in Positano/Sienna Blend

The Italian Renaissance collection recreates the textured surface and hand-cobbled appearance of stone slab roads once naturally antiqued by carriage wheels and horses’ hooves.
Offered by:
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